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Price: 153,000€  Ref: ES168949

Town House

San Miguel De Salinas

3

2

Pool: Yes

Do you want to live a stress free life for an absolutly stunning price? Beautiful

Spanish-style Houses with 3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. Downstairs you have a

living/dining room, kitchen, Double bedroom and a bathroom with shower and a toilet.

Upstairs you'll find two double bedrooms and an extra bathroom with a bath and a toilet.

In the basement you have a great space for the fourth bedroom. Extra utility space at the

back of the house aswell. With a community pool.Which Includes high quality interior

and exterior finishes, magnificent views and great integration with the natural

environment.T...(Ask for More Details!)
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Do you want to live a stress free life for an absolutly stunning price? Beautiful Spanish-style Houses with 3

bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. Downstairs you have a living/dining room, kitchen, Double bedroom and a

bathroom with shower and a toilet. Upstairs you'll find two double bedrooms and an extra bathroom with a

bath and a toilet. In the basement you have a great space for the fourth bedroom. Extra utility space at the

back of the house aswell. With a community pool.Which Includes high quality interior and exterior finishes,

magnificent views and great integration with the natural environment.The unique natural environment offers

the possibility of having a healthy way of life; away from stress, noise, pollution; in short, something like a

paradise.You can hike, walk the dog and be surrounded by Nature.Orihuela Costa is only 10 minutes drive

away. The Orihuela Costa with his  beautiful beaches and his lively marinas, In fact ,the countryside is very

attractive.When you play golf, Las Colinas and Campo Amor Golf are as we speak at your doorstep.North of

this STRESS FREE paradise there are the Salt Lakes nature park of Torrevieja and La Mata. South of the

town there are the many lemon and orange trees from Orihuela city. The lemon and orange groves release a

sweet lovely fragrance. Especially when they are in blossom. still we adore it each time. It is the smell of

Spain. At the west side the “La Pedrera waterreservoir”, with the blue clear water, and the mountains of the

Sierra Escalona and La Pena. Near the” La Pedrera” lake there is a multi- adventure park: Lo Rufete,Markets

etc..If you want to shop till you drop than go surely to the nearby Habaneras Shopping center or the Zenia

Boulevard. Both are only 15 minutes drive.Book NOW for a viewing!
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